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In a little more than a century, the Korean Protestant church has become one of the largest

in the world. The first Protestant missionaries arrived in Korea in the mid-1880s; today, the

church they helped to start is fully independent and numbers about 18 million professing

believers. Most of these are in South Korea, where more than 40% of the population is

Protestant. This emergence of the church in Korea has resulted in some surprising shifts in the

shape of world Christianity. If a student of church growth wanted to visit the largest Protestant

churches in the world today, for instance, he wouldn’t go to New York, Chicago or London.

Instead, he would begin with a trip to Seoul, home to nine of the world’s top-ten largest

churches. Yoido Full Gospel alone currently claims 900,000 members and 700 pastors.

According to Patrick Johnstone, editor of Operation World
,
Korea will soon become the first

majority Protestant country in Asia. It is already the largest missionary-sending country in Asia,

second only to the United States worldwide in the number of missionaries it supports every year.

So what is behind this phenomenal growth? No doubt much of it can be traced to the time

ofthe Japanese occupation from 1910 to 1945, when imperial rule mandated Japanese-language

education and public participation in Shinto civil ceremonies. During these years of subjugation

and social upheaval, many Koreans turned to the church for hope and stability. As church

historians have noted, the gospel is often the most effective when people have the most need of

its message. Similarly, the church appealed to many Koreans during these years by its stand

against Japanese rule in favor of Korean freedom. Unlike many parts of the world, where the

church was aligned with colonial powers, the church in Korea was always an anti-imperialist





force. Nearly every Korean church historian I’ve read has credited the church’s alliance with

Jj

Korean nationalism as a primary factor in its ultimate success.

Yet another factor, perhaps, deserves equal consideration. In this paper, I will argue that

the early decisions made by the first Protestant missionaries - particularly the adoption of the

Nevius methods and the translation of the Bible into Hangul - were equally important in

contributing to the Korean church’s current size and strength. Without the foundation laid by

these early decisions, the church might not have been able to act as it did during Japanese rule. I

will seek to seek to show that the Nevius methods and the Hangul translation had already formed

the basic character of the Korean church by 1910; the following time of national crisis merely

refined it and gave the church a new platform and prominence within Korean society.

My motivation for this paper is twofold. First, while it is easy to criticize Western

missionaries of the 1 800s for their cultural arrogance and spiritual Eurocentrism, the legacy left

by missionaries in Korea has been largely positive. I believe missionary “success stories” such as

this are worth highlighting, even while we continue to critique and learn from missionary

mistakes. Second, the choices made by early missionaries in Korea may be worth imitating in

some ways by missionaries today. With these motives in mind, my paper will explore the origins

of the Nevius methods and the Hangul translation, the ways that each were carried out, and the

ultimate contributions they made to the indigenization and growth of the Korean Protestant

church. Q Zte-
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The Nevius Methods

Dr. John L. Nevius arrived in China in 1 853. He served first in Ningpo and then became a

somewhat prominent missionary in the Shantung province, where he developed the mission
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methods for which he would later be most remembered. Throughout the 1 880s, as Protestant

missionaries were just beginning work in Korea, Nevius was publishing articles about his

methods in the Presbyterian Chinese Recorder. His views were rejected by his own mission

leaders, but they caught the interest of the young missionaries across the bay. In 1890, these

missionaries invited Dr. Nevius to Korea. He presented his principles for two weeks, after which

time the young missionaries adopted them almost entirely. The Nevius methods became the

primary strategy for mission work in Korea,
1

so much so that new missionaries to Korea were

generally required to read Nevius’ book as a part of their training curriculum.

Although Nevius often referred to his ideas simply as the “new” mission methods -

contrasting them to common missionary practices of the time - the foundation for his ideas had

been laid a generation earlier. To understand the Nevius methods, it’s helpful to first review the

“three-self’ principles developed by Henry Venn and Rufus Anderson in the mid-1800s.

Self-supporting, self-governing, self-propagating. Both Henry Venn and Rufus

Anderson held home-office positions of leadership, Venn with the Church Missionary Society in

London and Anderson with the American Board of Commissioners in Boston. Through

pamphlets and articles they articulated a nearly identical three-self formula (although they had

some ecclesiastical differences of opinion and Venn preferred the term “self-extending” to

Anderson’s “self-propagating”). However, both agreed that the goal of missions should not be

mission churches but autonomous indigenous churches.

Venn and Anderson’s views were a reaction against the practice ofmany denominational

mission boards that expected to establish and support mission churches indefinitely by providing

1

Harry A. Rhodes, ed., History ofthe Korea Mission Presbyterian Church U.S.A. 1884-

1934 (Seoul: YMCA Press, 1934), 86.





ongoing finances and trained leaders. Venn argued instead for the “euthanasia of a mission,”
2
by

which he meant that missionaries should establish churches that were able survive and spread the

gospel on their own. Missionaries could then move on to further unreached areas of the world.

To accomplish this “euthanasia,” Venn developed a three-stage plan for missions that began with

the planting of self-financed, self-taught congregations and ended with the establishment of a

district conference (or diocese) under native leadership.

Both Anderson and Venn felt that depriving congregations of financial responsibility

hampered their ability to practice their faith. Anderson wrote, further, that the goal of missions

was not to transplant European or American civilization but only to evangelize and plant

churches. Instead of linking missions with the process of “civilizing” a culture, Anderson taught

that the transformation of native civilizations would be best undertaken later by native believers

informed by the gospel.

Missiologists today have sometimes criticized Venn’s and Anderson’s principles for

' being too ecclesiocentric, that is, too focused on the outward structure of the church. While Venn

and Anderson provided for the indigenization of the church, these critics say, they did nothing for

the contextualization ofthe gospel message - for showing how to adapt the gospel message into

a culture. However, the framework for church independence that Venn and Anderson promoted

certainly allowed indigenous church leaders to develop culturally relevant doctrine. Jeong Man

Choi, in his doctoral diesis for Fuller Theological Seminary, wrote that “the self-governing

method gained many indirect benefits such as the retention of the self-respect, greater initiative,

2
Jeong Man Choi, “Historical Development ofthe Indigenization Movement Within the

Korean Protestant Church with Special Reference to Bible Translation”(D.Miss. diss., Fuller

Theological Seminary, 1985), 24-25.





and a freedom to develop along indigenous lines.”
3
This freedom is perhaps what made the

Venn-Anderson principles most effective. It encouraged those best qualified for the task, the

native believers themselves, to contextualize the gospel message for their culture.

Nevius* methods. Dr. Nevius began his missionary work while Venn and Anderson were

coming into the height of their influence. Although he did not serve in either leader’s

organization, his methods are based entirely on the Venn-Anderson three-self formula. Unlike

either of these men, however, Nevius was a field missionary. As such, the methods he developed
r

are more practical than theoretical, filled with tips and observations derived from nearly 40 years

of service in China.

Here is a brief overview ofNevius’ methods,4 which offer a good picture for how early

mission work in Korea was carried out. As Harry A. Rhodes wrote in the official history of the

Korean Presbyterian Mission in 1934, “It is too much to say that the (Nevius) plan has been

followed rigidly in all departments of our work . . . but in the main it has been followed

faithfully.”
5

Self-supporting. Nevius warned that missionaries should not set precedents unless they

intended to follow them always. Accordingly, he spoke out against the “old” method of

employing native ministers for a time before gradually turning their support over to the native

church. “(This) stops voluntary, unpaid efforts and so puts off the results for which the whole

system was founded. . . . The native Church must be planned as a permanent organization, and no

3
Jeong Man Choi, 47.

4
Charles Allan Clark, The Korean Church and the Nevius Methods (Chicago: Fleming H.

Revell, 1930), 16-35.

5
Rhodes, 88.





native Church can hope for permanent subsidies.”

Instead, Nevius instructed that native believers should minister to their friends and family

while remaining in their current vocations. This protected believers from being drawn toward

ministry for mercenary reasons, and it maintained their respectability among their communities.

Lay ministers, therefore, oversaw individual congregations. When a full-time circuit “Helper”

was needed, several congregations would pay for that person’s salary. No pastors for single

churches were to be provided by foreign funds. Further, churches were to meet in individuals’

homes or in simple, indigenous-style buildings that the believers paid for, usually on someone’s

Self-governing. Nevius advocated lay “Leaders” for congregations. “Sometimes these

Leaders will be elected by the groups themselves. More often some one man or two will be the

natural leaders and scarcely require formal election. Sometimes men converted later than the

founding of the group will be more competent than the first believers, and will naturally take the

believed in testing new believers before allowing them to become leaders. However, once these

leaders were in place, he maintained that they should take full responsibility to conduct church

services and to minister to the everyday spiritual needs of believers.

involved in lay ministry with at least one other person. “Expect every man, woman and child in

any one less informed.” He recognized that new believers were often zealous to share their faith,

so he recommended encouraging that zeal by making greater demands upon them than what

could normally be made of “blase Christians” in America. He also recommended that

private land. “Keeping the buildings thus inconspicuous (disarms) village hostility.”

lead.” Nevius was not opposed to missionaries appointing leaders in some situations. He also

r ” ting. Nevius developed a learner-teacher method whereby every believer was

the congregations to be at the same time a learner from some one better informed and a teacher of





congregations be expected to contribute to home and foreign missions as soon as they were able.

Other guidelines. Beyond these methods based on the Venn-Anderson principles, Nevius

also laid out guidelines for church discipline, training believers, instituting his methods where

another mission agency (which paid native believers) was at work, switching a mission mid-

stream from the “old” methods to the new, and assisting in the everyday, economic life of

believers (without violating the principle of self-support).

The effect ofthe Nevius methods. While Nevius’ methods were used by missionaries in

several parts of the world, it was only in Korea that they were so fully implemented. As the only

true “test case” of these methods, therefore, it is notable that the indigenizing effect they had on

the Korean church was evident almost immediately. By 1897, for instance, just seven years after

Nevius visited the first missionaries in Korea, the native-led Seoul Presbyterian Church was

already sending out members every Sunday for evangelism work and paying their expenses. The

church also opened a mission in Haengju. Another native-led congregation, Changyon Church,

was financially supporting an evangelist appointed to travel regularly throughout surrounding

districts.
6
That same year, the churches in Sorai and Pyongyang joined with the church in Seoul

to donate about $1 16 to people suffering from a famine in India.
7

From the beginning of the Korean mission, Bible classes had been organized by

missionaries to aid in the training of self-governing leaders. By the early 1900s these classes were

led almost entirely by full-time Korean ministers. “The education ofthe whole Church, all of its

membership, young and old, literate and illiterate, is being undertaken systematically and largely

6
L. George Paik, The History ofProtestant Missions in Korea (Seoul: Yonsei University

Press, 1980), 228.

7
Clark, 99.
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by Training Classes in which the textbook is the Bible. . . . Sometimes the Classes are taught

entirely by missionaries or by missionaries and Helpers, but more often by Helpers alone.”
8

These classes became the birthplace of the Pyongyang Revival in 1907, which is often regarded

as the central event in the Korean churchJshaping its character and empowering its ministry even

^— Cf MtJL< La^ /Cud ^
until the present time. Ur

Dr. L. George Paik, a Korean statesman and longtime president of Yonsei University, has

summarized the indigenizing effect of the Nevius principles on the Korean church in the

following way: “Self-support was successfully carried out. Both self-propagation and self-
/-a

government were the logical consequences of the self-support program. The persistence of the

principle gave the Koreans the feeling that the whole enterprise was theirs. The teachers who

taught them were their own servants and the churches in which they worshiped were theirs. ... It

is the self-support principle that created the self-respect, self-reliance, and independent spirit

which are necessary for any successful movement, and that made the Korean Church active and

endowed it with resources which sustained it through all its trials.”
9
Paik wrote these words in a

history of the Korean church until 1910. Already, the early Korean church had become a

flourishing example of the three-self formula at work. It can be concluded that the Nevius

methods were one of the most significant factors contributing to its successful indigenization.

However, it is more difficult to prove that the Nevius methods were responsible for the

growth of the Korean church. Certainly most of the early missionaries equated the two. Dr. Clark

listed 14 potential factors in the church’s growth, including social turmoil, Western-style

110 .

W. B. Hunt, Quarter Centennial Report, Presbyterian North Mission
,
quoted in Clark,

9
Paik, 422.





education, the weakness of traditional Korean religions, the opportunities Christianity gave to

women, and Korean’s love of their country - but he concluded by affirming that the Nevius

methods were the most significant factor. More specifically, he argued that the methods related to

self-support were the single greatest contributor to the church’s growth.
10

S--- —

As the Presbyterian mission historian Harry A. Rhodes notes, though, there is no way to

distinguish whether the church flourished because of the Nevius methods or the Nevius methods

were made possible because of the flourishing church. The practice of the Nevius methods and

the growth of the Korean church happened simultaneously, that much can be demonstrated.

Perhaps the surest conclusion is that the Nevius methods created a church structure that allowed

for rapid and self-directed expansion. In this way, the Nevius methods were, at the very least, a

The Hangul Translation

Unlike most mission stories, Korea’s Protestant history begins not with missionaries but

with translated Scripture. Portions of the Korean Scriptures began to be circulated throughout the

country several years before missionaries were allowed to enter. As Jeong Man Choi has written,

“The origin of the Korean Church was not started by the Koreans hearing the Gospel from

foreign missionaries, but by their seeing for themselves the Bible which was translated by Korean

scholars.”
11 As soon as Protestant missionaries began their work inside the country, they made

the continued translation and distribution of the Bible in Hangul, the language ofcommon

Koreans, one of their foremost strategies. Indeed, the Nevius methods relied on Bible translation

significant part to the growth of the Korean church.

10
Clark, 241-244.

n Jeong Man Choi, 284.





for the training of native church leaders. The Korea mission’s first guidelines referred several

times to the promotion and use of the Hangul translation as a means to permeate all levels of

Korean society with the gospel.

The history ofthe Hangul Bible, When John Ross, a Presbyterian missionary to China,

first visited the Korea Gate in 1 874, however, he was unable to find out much about the “hermit

nation.” Fearing that Ross was a spy, most of the Koreans he spoke with wouldn’t even admit

they spoke another language besides Chinese. Nevertheless, he returned two years later, and this

time a Korean man named Yi Eung-Chan agreed to become Ross’ language teacher. No less than

a year later, Ross published a Korean primer. He began work on the Korean Bible shortly

thereafter.

By 1880, Ross had completed the entire New Testament along with several evangelistic

and doctrinal booklets. During the next seven years, he revised his translation, publishing

portions of Scripture as he finished them. These portions were carried back into Korea by

colporteurs who often evangelized as they went. Groups ofbelievers formed as a result, and one

of these groups started the first Protestant Korean church in Sorai
12 - all without any direct

contact with Protestant missionaries.

Several years after Ross began his translation, a Korean believer named Yi Su-Ching also

began working on the translation of the Korean Bible. Yi was a student in Japan, where he had

become a Christian. Without knowing of Ross’ translation project, Yi completed the Gospel of

Mark by 1 884, and the earliest Protestant missionaries to Korea, Horace G. Underwood and

Henry G. Appenzeller, carried it with them into the country.

12 Myung-Keun Choi, “Changes in Korean Society Between 1884 - 1910 As a Result of

the Introduction of Christianity,”(D.Miss. diss., Reformed Theological Seminary, 1992), 250.





However, the Yi translation had linguistic and theological errors, and the Ross version

was overly influenced by a regional dialect. So while Underwood and Appenzeller used both

versions, they also began working immediately on a revised translation. This project turned out

to be larger than either one may have expected. The revision continued for 15 years - amidst a

number of translation committee reorganizations, personnel changes and delays - before a

version was finally completed. It took seven more years before the Authorized Version of the

Hangul New Testament was printed in 1907. This Authorized New Testament turned out to be

the one used by the Korean church for the next 30 years. In 1 91 0, the Old Testament was also

completed, and it was printed and made available the following year.

During these years of translation and revision. Scripture distribution had continued at an

ever-growing pace. Using whatever portions or versions were available, missionaries, members

of Bible societies, and Korean colporteurs had been distributing Hangul Scriptures in nearly

every part of the country. Throughout the 1890s five times as many Bibles were distributed in

Korea as were distributed in China.
13

It may be impossible to figure out exactly how many

Koreans had access to the Bible in Hangul by the time of the Japanese occupation, but the

number was surely in the millions. The British and Foreign Bible Society alone, according to

official records, had distributed well over a million portions of Hangul Scripture by 1910.
14

The effect ofthe Hangul Scriptures on indigenization and contextualization. Many

missiologists believe that translated Scripture provides the necessary foundation for a truly

indigenous church to develop. According to Jeong Man Choi, “Ifwe fail in the first step of

indigenization, i.e. linguistic indigenization, the other steps of indigenization will never be

^ L//_. • L, S
13
Jeong Man Choi, 275.

14 Myung-Keun Choi, 319.
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successful.”
15
In Korea, the wide availability of Hangul Scriptures certainly made indigenization

possible, by equipping Korean believers and lay leaders for self-government and self-

propagation. It also contextualized the message of the gospel, borrowing common Korean terms

for spiritual concepts and infusing them with new, Christian meanings. For the sake of contrast, it

is worth noting that Roman Catholic missionaries never adopted Hangul terminology, nor did

they translate and distribute Scripture on the same scale as the Protestants. (This may have been

due both to theological reasons and to a Catholic mission strategy of targeting the highest levels

of society instead of the uneducated masses.) As a result, the Roman Catholic church was quickly

eclipsed by the Protestant church despite its 100-year head start in Korea.

A powerful illustration of the contextualization of the gospel in Korea can be found in

Korean believers’ interpretations of Scripture. Able to read the Bible on their own, they

sometimes came to conclusions that differed from that of the missionaries. During the first years

of the Japanese occupation, for example. Sun Chu Kil read in Revelation of an apocalypse that

would end Japanese rule in Korea. His teachings on the kingdom of Satan (a country under

foreign domination) versus the kingdom of God (a free, peaceful country) helped inspire the

March First Movement in 1919. These interpretations were entirely focused on the context of

Korea, and they differed markedly from most missionaries’ conservative premillennialism.
16

Most importantly for this paper, they would have been impossible without the Hangul Scriptures

and a well-established practice among Korean believers of reading the Bible and interpreting it in

ways applicable to their own lives and situations.

15
Jeong Man Choi, 272.

16 Vernon Blake Killingsworth, “The Impact of Christian Mission and Bible Translation

on the National Spirit of Korea, 1884-1 919”(M.A. thesis, Wheaton College Graduate School,

2001), 93-96.





The effect ofthe Hangul Scriptures on the growth ofthe Korean church. The

motivation for the translation of the Hangul Scriptures was always the conversion of as many

Koreans as possible. That the church did, indeed, grow quickly may prove the effectiveness of

the strategy. But as with evaluating the effects of the Nevius methods, it is difficult to pin down

the reasons for the growth of the Korean church.

If nothing else, it should be understood that the Hangul Scriptures didn’t hinder Korean

church expansion. Japanese theologian Masatoshi Doi has claimed that Christianity struggled in

Japan because Christian ideas were never communicated in indigenous terms and idioms. The

early Hangul translators, both missionaries and Koreans, worked diligently so that Christianity

would not be hampered by this limitation in Korea. Furthermore, if the Hangul Scripture did not

create the thirst for the Christian message in Korea, it did provide the most effective means to

satisfy it. A letter to the first Christian newspaper in Korea shows this ardent desire for translated

Scripture among common believers: “I am wondering how the translation work of the Chinese

Bible into Korean is going on. The Bible is the food of the people who believe Christ. The people

who do not know the Chinese characters wait for the Korean Bible as the hungry look for bread,

the thirsty for water.”
17 By providing a way to meet the spiritual needs of everyday people, the

Hangul Bible certainly helped to equip the church for the growth it experienced.

The effect ofthe Hangul Scriptures on Korean nationalism. As was stated at the

beginning of this paper, one of the main contributors to church growth in Korea was the role the

church fulfilled during Japanese occupation. Yet the roots of the church’s nationalism can be

traced in large part to the Hangul Bible, which was completed by 1910. Prior to the completion

17 Ki Jong So, “The Translation of the Bible into Korean: Its History and Significance”

(Ph.D. diss., Drew University, 1993), 193.





of the Hangul Bible, no truly Korean literature existed. Most books and government documents

were written in Chinese, which common Koreans could not read. Virtually nothing was written

in the Korean language or the Korean script developed by King Sejong centuries earlier. The

translation of the Bible into Hangul both preserved and promoted Korean culture. By the mid-

1890s, it had also sparked the “Hangul movement” which resulted in the publication of several

pioneer Korean newspapers. Around the same time, Korean authors began writing popular novels

and poems in a style similar to the spoken vernacular adopted by the Hangul Bible.
18

Beyond its positive impact on Korean culture, the Hangul Bible also became a source of

nationalistic pride. One student of Korean nationalism has written, “The Bible did more than just

sustain hope; for Christians and non-Christians alike the Hangul Scriptures served as a symbol of

Korean culture.”
19 During the years of Japanese occupation, the desire for Korean independence

was linked closely to the Korean desire to use their own language. As the first and most widely

distributed piece of Hangul literature, therefore, the Korean Bible contributed to this spirit of

Korean freedom.

Conclusion

Foreign missionaries, whether for good or ill, often determine the first traditions of
<17^

Christianity in a new culture. When they fail to lay the foundations for an indigenous church,

Christianity may be seen as a religion of foreigners for years to come. When they neglect to

contextualize the gospel message, Christianity may be forever viewed as an unintelligible

religion that is largely unrelated to people’s daily lives. The early Protestant missionaries to

18
Jeong Man Choi, 292-293.

19
Killingsworth, 96.





Korea are noteworthy, therefore, for making choices that had the opposite results. Their

widespread adoption of the Nevius methods allowed indigenous Korean Christianity to flourish.

Their translation efforts in the common Hangul language made the gospel message available in

uniquely Korean terms and ideas. As a result, by the time Japan annexed Korea in 1910, the

church was able to function independently and to take a stand for Korean freedom. It was vibrant

and self-directed, and it had a powerful message to share - the good news of Christ in the

language that Koreans could understand.

In John’s Gospel, Jesus equates the work of the Spirit with the wind: “You hear its sound,

but you cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going.” No doubt Korean missionaries

cannot take credit for the work ofthe Spirit or the responsiveness and dedication of Korean

believers. Yet the decisions they made may be worth remembering nonetheless, as a historical

reminder of a culturally relevant and empowering way to share the gospel.
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emoffett

From:
To:

Sent:

"emoffett" <emoffett@att.net>

<LWYoder@ieee.org>
Wednesday, September 17, 2003 1 :37 PM

Subject: Re: The Emphasis on Bible Study in Korean Missions

Dear Bill,

It was indeed a pleasure for Eileen and me to meet you and other Board

members ofWMA last weekend. We were blessed by the fellowship.

I think my comment about the origin of the emphasis on Bible study in the

Korea Mission was too cryptic and somewhat misleading, or at least

confusing. I'm glad you questioned it.

Most Protestant missions in the late 19th and early 20th century emphasized

the importance of Bible Study. And certainly John Nevius emphasized

organized Bible Study classes as a part of his methotJTThe emphasis of his

plan was on organized Bible classes principally for leaders and potential

leaders of the church. It was the Korea Mission which developed an

organized study-class system for all church members, including leaders and

prospective leaders, and encouraged all who possibly could, to attend. A
central location for all the churches in a given area was chosen and all who
could attend came for two or three weeks of study of a prepared Bible

curriculum. Within a few years attendance grew to several thousand in both

women's and men's classes in the larger centers.

Of course, wide itineration by the missionaries was also a strong feature of

the strategy in Korea and while visiting the churches in each missionary's

appointed territory, shorter class sessions were held for all members in

each congregation while the visiting missionary and/or Korean leader was
present.

The Korea Mission also made wide use of colporteurs who carried Bibles,

tracts and Christian literature all over the country and sold them for small

sums.

Get back to me if you have any further comments or questions.

Power to you!

Sam Moffett

Original Message yT

From: "BnJYoder" <BnJYoder@worldnet.att.net> -r?

To: "Sam and Eileen Moffett" <EMoffett@att.net>

Sent: Tuesday, September 16, 2003 12:09 PM
Subject: The Emphasis on Bible Study in Korean Missions

9/17/2003
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> Dear Dr. Moffett,

>
> It was a pleasure to spend time with you and Eileen and others at the

> WMA retreat this past weekend.
>
> In a conversation at the WMA retreat, you made a brief comment about the

> origin of the emphasis on Bible study in the mission effort in Korea. We
> were talking about the advice given by John Nevius when he visited

> Korea. Besides his endorsement of something like the Venn-Anderson

> Three-self plan I said I recalled reading that he also placed an

> emphasis on Bible reading and study. I think you replied that that came
> later. I thought you meant that it wasn't Nevius who introduced this

> emphasis, but someone else. So I went back to check what I had read.

>
> In Stephen Neill's A History of Christian Missions there is the

> following paragraph (p 290-291 Penguin paperback version of 2nd ed.):

>
> "Korean Christians look back to the visit to Korea in 1890 of Dr
> John L. Nevius of Cheefoo, China, as one of the turning-points of

> Christian work in their country. Dr Nevius was far ahead of his time in

> beleiving in the possibilities of an independent younger church under

> the guidance of the Holy Spirit. In the spirit of prayer the

> missionaries in Korea were led to accept 'the Nevius method', and to

> make its four principles their guiding rule in the development of their

> work:

>
> 1 . Each Christian should 'abide in the calling wherein he was found',

> support himself by his own work, and be a witness for Christ by life and

> word in his own neighborhood.

>
> 2. Church methods and machinery should be developed only in so far as

> the Korean Church was able to take responsibility for the same.

>
> 3. The Church itself should call out for whole-time work those who
> seemed best qualified for it, and whom the Church was able to support.

>
> 4. Churches were to be built in native style, and by the Christians

> themselves from their own resources.

>
> In order to fit the Christians for the work of witness great stress was
> laid on Bible teaching and study, and periods of intensive instruction

> were held every year."

>
> Since this is all one paragraph, it leaves the impression that the

> emphasis on Bible study in the last sentence was provided by Nevius, but

> this may be reading something into the text.

>
> However, R. Pierce Beaver, in a paper "The History of Mission
> Strategy" published in the Southwestern Journal of Theology, Volume XII,

> Spring 1970, No. 2, 1970 and reprinted in the Perspectives Reader makes
> an explicit statement:
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>
> "John L. Nevius, Presbyterian missionary in Shantung, devised a

> strategy which somewhat modified thet of Anderson, placing more
> responsibility on the layman. He advocated leaving the layman in his own
> craft or business and in his usual place in society. He was to be

> encouraged to be a voluntary, unpaid evangelist. Nevius advocated also

> constant Bible study and rigorous stewardship in combination with

> voluntary service and proposed a simple and flexible church government.

> His brethren in China did not adopt his system, but the missionaries in

> Korea did so with amazing success."

>
> I wonder if Beaver read Neill's work and read into it that the emphasis

> on Bible study was from Nevius. Anyway, would you be willing to give me
> a brief explanation of how the emphasis on Bible study arose in Korean
> missions?

>
> Thank you,

>
> Bill Yoder, LWYoder@ieee.org
>

9/17/2003
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early 5,000 Protestant Christians on the island, three presbyteries and a

ally accredited Synod of Hainan of the Church of Christ in China.

While Presbyterian missionary work was developing so successfully in

entral and southern China and Hainan, work was developing in the north,

he Rev. and Mrs. John L. Nevius had sailed for China September 19,

853. After six years in Ningpo and Hangchow, the Board asked them to

o with Dr. and Mrs. Hepburn to open work in Japan. They hesitated to

ave, but as they were advised by physicians that the health of Mrs. Nevius

as being impaired in the climate of central China, they consented to go

) Japan temporarily with the understanding that the question of returning

> China would be determined later. Leaving in June, 1860, they spent

ven busy months in Japan; but their hearts were in China, and in Febru-

ry, 1861, they returned to Ningpo. March 30, Mr. Nevius wrote to Secre-

iry Walter Lowrie, of the Board:

It is the opinion of the Mission here that three missionaries are all who

re required at Ningpo, and that the others should occupy the new fields

hich are now opened to us. Hangchow is continually threatened by

nother incursion of the insurgents, and everyone would consider it unwise

ir a family to attempt to go there at present. . . . Most interesting regions

re now opening up on the Yangtze River and in the north. In fact, we

ught to regard the whole country as open to us. It is opened so far as

eaties can open it, and the rest of the opening must be done by mission-

ries themselves. 15

This plan was approved, and Mr. and Mrs. Nevius sailed from Ningpo

Hay 1^ tor the great Province of Shantung where the most venerated sages

f China, Confucius and Mencius, were born. Landing at Chefoo, they

arned that a Baptist missionary had opened a station at Tengchou on the

hantung Promontory, fifty-five miles northwest of Chefoo, and that two

resbyterians, the Rev. S. R. Gayley and the Rev. J. A. Danforth, were

tere. They decided to consult them before settling on a location for their

wn work. Mrs. Nevius wrote of the discomforts of that journey.

I went in a mule litter, Mr. Nevius and the servant on horseback, and

lere were two pack-mules. A mule-litter is a kind of palanquin; the poles

upporting it rest upon mules, one before and one behind; a driver walks

t their side. For a short distance it is rather agreeable, though unsociable,

s a litter is intended to carry only one person. But after a few miles it

ecomes very fatiguing as it has no springs and no seat for sitting erect,

he mules, as they walk, give a rough, jolting motion, or sometimes, when

Life of John Livingstone Nevius, by his wife, p. 207.
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they chance for a little distance to keep step, a sideways swing, which some-
one has appropriately termed one the “pepper-box” and the other the “sieve”
motion; a third has been named the “washing-bottle” motion! In order
to sit or lie with any degree of comfort we place our mattresses on the bot-
tom, with as many pillows as are at hand to lean against, and then vary
our position as much and as often as possible. But after ten or twenty
miles of this sort of travelling, every bone and muscle in the body enter
a protest and refuse to be comfortable, no matter how desirous wp^are
to make the best of our only practicable way of performing these long
journeys.

It was after dark when we reached an inn at the small village of Shin-
tien. I had already experienced some of the discomforts of touring in

China, but I had never seen anything quite so forlorn as the room in which
we passed that night. It was at the back of the stable-yard where the
mules, horses and donkeys were kept, and the odour was intolerable. It

had a mud floor and paper windows, which, like the ceiling, were black
with smoke and festooned with cobwebs. The furniture of the room con-

sisted of an old board bedstead, a rickety table and perhaps a chair, while

the dust which covered all appeared to have been accumulating for years.

We had brought our own mattresses, which we spread upon the tottering

bedstead in the hope of a comfortable night’s rest. Soon, however, the

mules and horses close by our window became uneasy, kicking and scream-
ing; hearing which, their drivers went out and with blows and shouts

quieted them for a time. Repeatedly, in the course of the night, their ser-

vices were in requisition for the same purpose; while the fleas, as if emu-
lating the quadrupeds in their efforts to prevent our sleep, made us aware

of their presence also. By five o’clock the next morning, we were again

on the road. At midday we stopped at a much cleaner and more comfort-

able inn, where we took lunch and rested until two o’clock. At six in the

evening we were nearing Tengchou.

Cordially welcomed on their arrival at Tengchou, they concluded to make

it their base of operations. Mr. Nevius soon began wide itinerating tours,

for, like St. Paul in Athens, “his spirit was stirred in him when he saw” those

teeming millions “wholly given to idolatry.”

In January, 1864, as remarkable a trio of missionary families as any mis-

sion can cite was completed by the arrival of the Rev. Hunter Corbett and

the Rev. Calvin W. Mateer and their wives. Nevius was to labour thirty-

nine years in China, Corbett fifty-six, and Mateer forty-four; an aggregate

of 139 years. Nevius was famous as an evangelist and for his contribution

to missionary policies and methods in The Nevius Plan for the self-support

and self-propagation of native churches. In his hours of recreation after his

arduous labours, he was eminently practical. Seeing that the Chinese had

very little good fruit and believing that he might show them how to secure

it, he brought from America seeds and cuttings, carefully cultivated them

r ro<
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and, when they were grown, freely distributed seeds and cuttings to the

Chinese, and explained the methods of cultivation. Today, as the result of

his forethought and generosity, several foreign fruits have become common
throughout northern China. But the orchards are deteriorating, as the

Chinese seldom prune the trees. They are so eager for returns that they

do not like to diminish the number of apples or plums in the interest of

quality.

At sunset one beautiful evening, we went with Mrs. Nevius to the ceme-

tery at Chefoo where the body of the great missionary sleeps. We sat for

a long time beside the grave, and the aged widow, speaking of her own end

which she appeared to feel could not be far distant, said that she wished to

be buried beside her husband and that for this reason she did not want to

go to the United States, preferring to remain in Chefoo until her summons

came. Standing beside the grave of the honoured dead under the solemn

pines, as the twilight deepened and the moon rose above the quiet sea, we

were impressed anew by the beneficence and dignity of the missionary force

that is operating through such consecrated lives of the living and the dead.

Corbett was an indefatigable itinerator and street preacher, and was hon-

oured by the home Church with the moderatorship of the General Assembly

of 1906. We saw him in his evangelistic work during our visit to Chefoo

in 1901. He had collected all sorts of curious things, ancient and modern,

native and foreign, and put them in a museum in the back rooms of a rented

building, opposite the Chinese theatre in a crowded part of the city, and

had turned the front room into a chapel. He and a Chinese evangelist stood

at the door and invited passers-by to come in, while a blind boy played on

a baby organ and sang. The chapel, which held about seventy, was soon

filled. Dr. Corbett preached to the people for half an hour, and then ad-

mitted them to the museum in the rear rooms. It was a wonderful place

to the Chinese, who never wearied of watching the stuffed tiger, the model

railway and the scores of interesting objects and specimens that Dr. Corbett

had collected from various lands. Then the people left by a door opening

on the back street, another service being held with them in the last room.

Several audiences a day were thus handled. It was hard work, for the men

as a rule were from outlying villages, unaccustomed to listening to an ad-

dress, and knowing nothing of Christianity. But Dr. Corbett spoke with

such animation and eloquence that not an eye was taken from him. Few

were converted in the chapel, but friendships were gained, doors of oppor-

tunity opened, tracts distributed, men led to think, and on country tours

Dr. Corbett invariably met people who had been to the museum and who

cordially welcomed him to their homes. He declared that, after thirty years’
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experience, he thoroughly believed in such work when followed up by faith-

ful itineration. Seventy-two thousand attended the chapel and museum in

the year 1900, in spite of the Boxer troubles. The chapel was open every

day, except that the museum was closed on Sundays, and the attendance

was larger than ever.

Mateer was a great educator who laid the foundation of Tengchou Col-

lege, which developed into the present Shantung Christian University

(Cheeloo) at Tsinan. The wives of these pioneers were worthy helpmeets

of their husbands. Mrs. Corbett died nineteen years after her arrival, but

Mrs. Mateer was an active worker for thirty-four years, and Mrs. Nevius

for fifty-six, surviving her husband seventeen years during which she did a

large amount of literary work, including a biography of her husband which

is one of the valuable volumes in missionary literature.

Under the leadership of such able missionaries and their devoted succes-

sors, a great work was developed. Dr. Nevius had founded a station at the

important port of Chefoo, in 1862. These two stations were the bases of

operations till 1872,“BuTThe missionaries made long tours into the interior

of the Province with such results that in 1872 a station was established at

Tsinan, the capital, 280 miles from the coast. Reinforcements arrived year

after year, and the work was aggressively pushed in all directions. In 1882,

the conservative old city of Weihsien, about half-way between Chefoo and

Tsinan, was occupied; Ichow in 1891 and Tsining in 1892. The murder of

two German Roman Catholic missionaries in the interior gave Admiral

Diedrich an excuse for seizing Kiaochow Bay, 100 miles southwest of Chefoo,

December 14, 1897, and he began to develop a fortified city where there had

been only a few wretched hamlets. Thousands of poverty-stricken Chinese

flocked in from outlying villages to secure the remunerative employment

that the Germans offered. The missionaries were quick to see that Tsingtao

was destined to become an important port city and that it would be the

terminus of a projected railroad between Tsinan and the coast, and within

a year after the German occupation they opened a station there. Yihsien,

140 miles southeast of Tsinan, and Tenghsien, 110 miles south, were occu-

pied in 190S and 1913 respectively.

The Board gladly co-operated with the missionaries in utilizing the op-

portunity in this great Province, and the work developed along all lines.

On account of the long distances between the stations on the coast and the

interior and the time required for the slow travel by cart, mule litter or

wheelbarrow, the stations were organized into two missions—East Shantung

and West Shantung. The completion of the German railroad from Tsingtao

to Tsinan in April, 1901, and the growing consciousness of common prob-
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i i (g^p-OW are the mighty fallen in the midst of the battle !
” If this

; 2 could be said of Saul, after God had departed from him, how

much more can it be said of Dr. Nevius who, filled with

God’s presence, has fallen in the midst of battle after more than forty

years’ loyal service under the standard of his King.

For a day or two before his death Dr. Nevius had not been feeling

as well as usual
;

his heart beat quickly and with little strength, and
although he performed his usual duties he was persuaded to send for Dr.

Douthwaite the morning of Oct. 19.

Before the doctor arrived Dr. Nevius conducted family prayers in

Chinese and read I. Thess. ii., commenting on the portion read, as was his

usual custom.

How appropriate were these verses coming from his lips for the last

time: “But we were gentle among you even as a nurse cherisheth her

children . . . For ye remember, brethren, our labor and travail : . . .

Ye are witnesses and God also how holily and justly and unblamably we
behaved ourselves among you that believe : as ye know how we exhorted

and comforted and charged every one of you as a father doth his children.”

After prayers Dr. Nevius continued some preparations he was

making for a trip to mission meeting and Presbytery to be held at Wei-
hien

; he had expected to start on his six days’ overland journey the next

day, and the last writing he did was a list of the articles needed for use

on the way.



About ten o’clock Dr. Douthwaite arrived, and Dr. Nevius met him
at the gate

;
on coming into the house together Dr. Douthwaite asked

him to lie down, but Dr. Nevius said, “ Oh no, we will go upstairs soon,"

and sat down in the study.

After a very little conversation Dr. Nevius put his hand on his desk,

which was covered with books used in his Bible translation, smiled and
was about to speak when his head fell forward, and his next words wore
spoken to his Saviour, for his heart stopped suddenly, causing instant

death.

At three o’clock the next afternoon his body was carried to the

Chinese chapel, where services were conducted in Chinese by Dr. Corbett

and Dr. Douthwaite. After the service his many Chinese friends came
up to look for the last time on the beloved face, peaceful and lovely in all

the majesty of a Christian death.

From the chapel he was carried by Chinese students, servants and
friends, who vied with each other for the last task left for them to show

their love, to the foreign cemetery, where many friends were gathered.

As we followed the coffin, which was covered with the American

flag and beautiful flowers, we passed the Chinese pauper’s graveyard, where

a woman was mourning at a new-made grave. How different from her

mourning, without hope and in utter darkness, is ours 1

The Church of England service was read at the grave by Bishop Scott

and Mr. Greenwood, after which Dr. Corbett made some beautiful and

appropriate remarks and pronounced the benediction. Two hymns were

sung, one of which was a special favorite of Dr. Nevius :

—

“Now the labourer’s task is o’er;

Now the battle day is past

;

Now upon the farther shore
Lands the voyager at last.

Father, in Thy gracious keeping
Leave we now Thy servant sleeping.

“ Earth to earth and dust to dust,”

Calmly now the words we say,

Leaving him to sleep in trust

Till the Resurrection-day.

Father, in Thy gracious keeping
Leave we now Thy servant sleeping.”

On the following Sabbath a memorial service was conducted, in

which both foreign and Chinese friends took part, bearing testimony to

his noble life and work.

His zeal in preaching the Gospel
;
his long and arduous journeys ia

the interior of China, for many years spending about half the year in the

country, twice having passed the whole winter away from home, sur-

rounded by Chinese only ; his marked talents in teaching and exegesis

;

his many books written in both Chinese and English
;
his scholarly and

valuable help in translating the Scripture into Chinese
;
his self-denying

famine work
;
his kindness to the poor and suffering and sick among both

foreigners and natives; his care for the temporal as well as spiritual



welfare of the Chinese in introducing foreign fruit; his courteous and

wise counsel to younger men
;

his genial, kindly hospitality
;
his love for

God and his fellowman, were all spoken of with great feeling.

"We would unite with one of the Chinese teachers in saying, “ In our

shock and sorrow at this sudden death shall we say that our honored

teacher, our beloved friend, was snatched from us by force? Nay, rather

let us say, * His work was finished on earth, and God called him to his

heavenly home to enter into His joy and rest.’
”

Fajtny Corbett Hats.

Chefoo
,
China.
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A Visit to th 3 Out-stations of Dr. Nevius.

December 30, 1883.

Rev. Giuiert Reed. — After a very

pleasant visit in the two hospitable and

kind families at Wei Ilien, l joined Dr.

Nevius in his tour of “pastoral vis-

itation.” 1 visited with him some thirty-

five of his stations, though for nearly

a month previous he had been en-

gaged in the same work of training and

examining the converts and inquirers.

It seemed from his labors as if a missionary

must be a pastor, a business manager, a

teacher, a lawyer and a statesman. “The
care of all the churches,” with some 750

members, scattered over a vast territory,

is realized aright only by him who thus

is burdened. Knell station is in charge of

its most advanced member, who acts as

Superintendent. I11 his hands is placed a

book, wherein shall be recorded the

amount of studying, the observance of the

Sabbath, the attendance on worship, or any

act of beneficence. Over all these, are

four men employed to instruct, to watch,

and to report more fully to the missionary.

These Christians, mostly poor, give con-

tributions for sustaining the work among
themselves.

Special Cases.

One station, of some dozen Christians,

which especially interested me, and which 1

will give as the only illustration, was estab-

lished on this tour. An old man ninety-

live years of age was baptized, a man who
had learned the general Gospel story, had

memorized many passages of Scripture

combined in a Manual, several prayers and

much of a short catechism. In his enthu-

siasm he had been urging the villagers to

turn the leading Temple into a Christian

school, but his youthful energy was deemed
premature. At the same time was bap-

tized a young lady, who in her first adop-

tion of the new faith was opposed by her

father, but who now applied for baptism

himself, accompanied by a bright young

grandson. In a neighboring village lived a

literary graduate, who had borrowed from

this latter man the first volume of the Old ,

Testament, and then the second, and so on
till in a few days it was all read, and then

he gave as his estimate of the religion one
of the highest possible for a learned China-

man, a statement chosen from the Chinese

classics, “A religion that keeps the heart,

cares for the body, harmonizes the family,

and gives peace to the empire.” The tour

has been of great value to myself. 1 have

become more familiar with the language,

have a better idea of the character of the

people and the difficulties to be overcome;

am more impressed with the vastjneed and

the heavy demands
;
have lfad the many

problems of missionary effort presented to

my mind; have had much time for reflec-

tion and planning; and have had many
precious moments for prayer and conver-

sation with a missionary of experience.

Never before has the New Testament been

so valuable to me, and so full of charm, as

studied and read in the presence of an

Oriental people, face to facejwith heathen-

ism, in tile cause of missions. I have re-

ceived much, for which I give thanks; and

I have given but little. The journey has

been a school, and I have been the learner.
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Christian met and to destroy their

dwellings. The officials have suc-

ceeded in quieting the people and
at last accounts were trying to

find the leaders. Tt is believed

that the literati, that honorable

appellation of the back-bone of

opposition to every thing progressive

or un-Chinese, are to blame for the

disturbance. Peaceful relat ions with

France will not be assisted by this

brutal attack upon a Frenchman.
* *
•

CllBFOO.—In reference to the evan-

gelistic tours of members of the

American Presbyterian .Mission

mentioned in the last Recorder the

following has been learned. Rev.
J. L. Nevi us I).D. started on his

tour over his regular route last

December and returned the latter

part of April, lie traveled about
1000 miles on a wheel-barrow of

his own invention, drawn by a
powerful mule. On five successive

days at the close of the trip he travel-

ed 200 miles, an average of 40 miles

per di-em, which may be called

very good wheel-barrow time, and
shows that traveling in Shantung
may he expedited if one wishes.
Rut the missionary results of the
trip are the important ones. On
this extended tour Dr. Nevius,
aside from confirming the faitli of

those who have heretofore accepted
of Christianity, had the satisfaction

of baptizing two hundred eijht (208)
adults. IV lien it is remembered
that in the whole area traversed
there are not more than ten Chinese
who receive any pay for their labors,

and that the whole policy is not to

employ but to leave the native
Christians in the lot in which they
were found by the Gosepl, it seems
as though there must be much work
done voluntarily by the converts.

This is the fact and Dr. Nevius
attributes much of the rapid spread
of the Gospel in this region, to the
exertions of the natives.

Rev. Hunter Corbett’s tour also

extended to about 1000 miles. He
traveled in the “Shantung schooner”

[May-

1

commonly. called a shan-te, and tv
pony. During his absence he re-
ceived 112 to church membership.
Both of these brethren report thnt
they hope to receive nearly eq ua|| v
large numbers in the autumn when
they visit their stations again.

Rev. J. A. Leyenberger took a
“ schooner ” and traversed another
route, laying out a new district for

his own labors. He was absent
3G days, and in that time traveled
about GOO miles. He reports no
converts. He is beginning a series

of itinerations among the villages,

such as have proved so sucessful

witli his colleagues. But first the

sowing then the reaping.
# #
#

Japan.—Rev. A. C. Shaw, wife and
two children and Miss Hoar have left

Tokio on furlough. They belong

to the S. P. G. Mission. Rev. W. F.

H. Gowett. who. while not a mem-
ber of the above Society, yet hns

been in charge of Mr. Wright's
work, has resigned. In April Miss
Gouldy (on her return) and
Misses Hooper and Daughaclay
joined the A. B. C. F. M. Society

at Yokohama. Miss A. M. Drurn-
mon came out to the Cumberland
Presbyterian Mission in May.

Mr. J. BatchekW lias joind the

English Church Mission at Hako-
date AYe are indebted to Mr. Geo.
Elmer of the American Bible Society

for the above items from Japan.
* *

Bangkok.—The Rev. C. D. McLaren
of the American Presbyterian Mis-
sion, arrived at Bangkok November
21st 1882, and died March 14th

1883. He was a man of rare pro-

mise who began Ii is work for the

Siamese and the European commu-
nity, with great zeal and prospects

of success. He leaves here a young
widow and the entire community
to mourn his untimely end.

« #

Since our last number we have
received a copy of the card of the

Anti-opium Prayer Union which
wo reproduce.

June.] notices of recent publications. 215

ANTI-OFICM PRATER UNION.

Object,—United Prayer for the

; Abolition of oar Opium Trade

with China, and for God s blessing

on the great work of arousiug the

public conscience on this question.

Rules. 1—To remember the above

subjects in prayer at least once a

week

—

on Thursdays. 2—To seek

I to interest others in the cause.

“AVith God all things are possi-

ble.”—Matt. xix. 2G. “All things

! j\re possible to him that belie veth.

I Mark is. 23. “ If ve have faith as
1

a Train of mustard-seed, ye shall

say to this mountain, remove hence

1

to yonder place ;
and it shall

remove.”— Matt. xvii. -0.

|lirtLcES of jflccnit jlublustunts.

Society ;
Principal of the College, .

Fetter, Galpin and Co., 1882.
The

The object of this Book is to show raad
â

t'’;;™
d
by
w,th the names of

that the statements of the Bible ln
i

18 L

o£ tbe highest distinc-

regard to the creation of all things
; member3 0 f the Nobility,

when the language of the original
, ^ ieg o£ the church, Statesmen

rightly understood, accord with the Di
. ey department of

latest and most correct
j

*“
iejjce It is impossible to give

science on these several poi
0£ the WOrk bv any

This subject is considered in fifteen any clear
It needs to

particular, coaaucttd with ate
"
d“°nd a.adi.d. Oar

eral creative events ; and the author
|

y
, bring the work to

Shows that “ the order of these ,

objec^now » ^ ^
events as taught by science, corre.

'

t0 eTerv one to obtain a

ponds with that given by Moses. ,
sn0 .,es

f H " It is eminently

The author claims that such an reading ^ doubts o£ aTiy

agreement in so many particula
• doubter; and to greatly

could not happen by chance ;
and 10

, heD and confirm the faith of

that this accurate statement of such st
believe that our Bible is

events by Moses proves that he wrote these ^^tom the all-wise God.

the statements from a revelation . a xeve

C. R.

The Resurrection of onr Lord Jesus

Christ from the dead after his

crucifixion, is tho great founda-

tion fact of the New Testament,

as the work of creation is the funda-

mental fact of the Old Testament.

The Great Apostle of the Gen-

tiles when discussing this fact

says to the Gentile convferts, U

Christ rose from the dead. Hence

the fierce conflict of opinion has

raged around this great article of

Christian faith. The fact is attested

by the most reliable testimony.

The testimonies are of every differ-

ent kind. Some are designed to

influence one class of minds, and

the others different orders of minds.

lays to the Gentile converts,
i

° \ bol. jn this book, has pur-

Cbrist bo rot raised then is } our
o£ evidence which

faith vain.” The truth of the sued tlia^line
q . Justice

gospel plan of salvation »^ » “3,^ facts. He says
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The Rev. John L. Neviue, I). D., died at ten spoken of as introduced by Dr. NoviuB-

hie home in Chefoo, October 10, 1803. lie lie was eminently a successful mission-

Bailed for China, September 123, 1853, and ary. One-fortieth of the native converts

was the senior Presbyterian Missionary in the land were baptized by him. The
.this country. The messenger came end- Lord graciously added hiH approval to the

dVnly. He was preparing for a six days’ labors of his servant,

overland journey to- Presbytery, and was His itenerutions were widoyl-oxtendod,

sitting in hiB study conversing with his and during many years his circuit ex-

farnily physician, when he fell forward tended fur a thousand milos. His cou-

aufcl his heart ceased to beat. He was a voyance was a whoolbarrqw, drawn by a

mjffli of splendid physique: stout, robust, mule over some of the roughest roads in

hearty, and gave promise of yet many the world. He staid in the humble huts

days, but his years of active service in of his friends and in the inns with a bed

China were numbered at forty. Ho was of hard clay to rest upon by night He
a man of rare scholarship and his books left home late in the summer and re-

in the Chinese language are numerous, turned when the snow was on the ground
;

His first work was Systematic Theology, starting again at the first blush of Bpring,

in three volumes; his later books havo for a three month’s trip,

been simple compends for inquirers and in the hot season his mttivo preachers

young converts, lie was engaged in pro- came to his house for the school. The

paring the new union version ot the Pi- most impressive sight l havo ovor seen in

hie and left his desk covered with the this country was a Theological class of

volumes he was using. His book, “China forty, ranging in age from twenty-live to

and the Chinese,’’ is one of the very best sixty years, sitting in his locture-room,

books on China. under his eatochitioal instruction. Those

As a philanthropist, he rendered most were all unpaid laborers. Dr. Nevius

distinguished services in t ho famine re- was a most earnest advocate for thoaelf-

lief, and for two years, on different occa* support of tim native church. Ho was

sions, stood amidst starvation and peHti- widely known as a Pihiiea) teacher, and

lenee, distributing aid to the sulferers. as laying the foundation of an active,

His name is honored throughout the self denying church.

Shantung province. At the Protestant Missionary (Joufer-

11 o was a benefactor to bis race. At once, held in Shanghai, in 181)0, ho was

private expense, he imported from Cali- chosen as t he American chairman and

forma, thousajuls of fruit trees and din- presided over half of its sessions with

tributed them to the native Christians marked ability and courtesy, lie wus

and others throughout the lull country, one of the must useful men in the church

It landed materially to help (lie liuan- universal; and the people of God, Cau-

dal condition of the growers, and the casino and Mongolian, mourn that a

fine pears in tho foreign market are of- prince and a great man is fallen in Israel.

A WOltTin RESPONSE.

At the recent meeting ot tho Synod of was especially culled to tho fact that one

South Carolina, during its usual confer- of its own members then present, tho

once upon Foreign Missions, attention Rev. W. 11. Hudson, of Greenville, S. (J.,
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Rev. J. L. Nevius, of the Presbyterian

mission, reports concerning his work in

North China: During the past five years

this country work has been developing and
extending beyond all my previous expecta-

tions. Six years ago I had one station and
about a dozen converts. Since then my
work has constantly and uniformly spread,

and, I think, deepened. I have now 50

central stations and over 700 native Chris

tians, whose homes are in about 200 vil-

lages. These stations extend over a region

about 200 English miles loug and 80 miles

wide, and the work is constantly extending
into new towns and villages. Until recently

I have had one native helper and sometimes
two, traveling with me and visiting the

stations during the months when I am
absent iu Cheefoo. The work of these

helpers has been that of assisting me iu my
plan of supervision and superintendence
aud teaching inquirers. The work of con-

ducting services aud extending the work
into surrounding villages is performed
mainly by the Christians themselves. Most
of those w'ho are members or elders, are

men of some position aud influence, and
are more or less educated. These, as a rule,

are employed in God’s providence in com-
mencing the work, aud they occupy at first

much the same position as class leaders in

the Methodist church. Many of them are

earnest and successful students of the

Scriptures. They are all supplied with
commentaries aud simple treatises on Chris

tianity, in its connections aud relations to

their own systems. These leaders assemble

at Cheefoo—or, at least, some of them

—

every year for a period of consecutive study.

1 am soon to meet such a class, about forty

persons, who will spend two months and a

half in study, also in learning to sing, sons
to be prepared to lead in this part of wor-

ship. In my last tour, which occupied the

whole winter, I was permitted to baptize

208 adults and to see encouraging evidences

of growth and development in those who
had been baptized before. These people

build their own chapels, and receive little

or uo help of any kind from the mission.

I hope that these stations will soon be

organized as regular churches with native

elders, and that candidates for the ministry

aud ordained evangelists and pastors will

follow. Will you not pray that I may have

grace and guidance for the future develop-

ment of this work and be spared to super-

intend it for some years to comet

Mission Work at Sltaonn.

Rev. J. E. Walker, of the American
Board, writes from Foochow, China,May 23:

We returned, a little over a month ajijo

from a visit of four months to our interior

station at Shaowu. We found the work
prosperous, and received 19 persons into

the church; 17 of these were men aud only

two were women. There are women who
seem to be believers, but their opportuni

ties for receiving instruction ate so poor

that we hesitate to admit them with such

imperfect understanding of the truth. We
are saved by faith, and faith cometh by

hearing. The hearing is necessary, and yet,

sametimes, an immense amount of hearing

does no good, and, sometimes again, a small

amount results in faith.

Last year there was a man living at Yang-
chin-kang, in the same house with Dr. Ting,

our most earnest and effective worker, lie

had been a most devout vegetarian for

many years, and Dr.Ting and others worked
long and hard to convert him to Christ, but

all in vain; he could not consent to throw

away all his years of merit-making and

count it all but boss, that he might gain

Christ. He made no objection to Christ as

a moral teacher, but refused him as a 8a
viour. Last autumn be sickened and died,

still rejecting the offer of free salvatiou in

Christ Jesus.

About twenty miles from Bhaowu there

lived, a few years ago a widow, and she,

also, was a devout vegetarian, striving to

lay up a store of merit agaiust the hour of

judgment in the future world. In some
way she heard about Christ; how or how
much she heard we do not know, hut she
believed, gave lip her vegetarianism and
merit making, and trusted in Christ to save
her. She died before we knew anything
about her.

Our mission, iu addition to the nineteen

received on profession in the interior, re-

ceived fourteen iu this part of the field, or

thirty-three in all, during the twelve months
ending March 81st. There were four expul-

sions and nine deaths, leaving a net gain of

twenty. Our present membership is 255.

Ten years ago it was 11 1 The large num-
ber of deaths last year was due, iu part, to

the prevalence of cholera. Our member-
ship contributed about $150 towards the

support of their preachers and pastors.

Now, $1 counts as much here as $10 in

America, while the church members here,

at even this rate of comparsion, will aver-

age poorer than church members at home.

Hearing nail Mini) lug the lloetrlae.

Rev. Mr. Porter, of the American Board,
writes from Pang Chuang, Shantung,
April 8;

“Two years ago au elderly man came to

visit us from a dishict thirty miles south of

us. lie seemed to have no other object hut
curiosity to see the foreigners and their

houses. Even after the second visit he was
not disabused of the notion that we were
something extraordinary; for he asked me,
as he had once asked Mr. bmith: 'What
title do you have in your own country? Do
they call you princes or kings?’ Later he
brought a grandson witli him, who also

wished to see the foreign princes. He spent
a Sunday, gathering a few ideas about the

truth, aud went home.
“Last year several patients came from

his iegion. A month or more ago the old

man came, bringing a company of six, all

of them his relatives. With them was a

young man who, having failed to get a

graduate’s degree, had been in business.

He said that his grandfather had told him
of us and of the new doctrine, and they had
all come to fiud out what it reaily meant.

They spent several days, including & 8ab
bath, and seemed to he greatly interested,

especially the young scholar.

“On leaving the next day this young man
asked for books, a package of which was
given him. About half a rnouth later one
of our helpers was sent down to his village

to spend a few days, and had a most cordial

reception. He spent four days, including

a Sabbath, The village is a large one.

mostly composed of relatives of the old man
Ho. They invited the preacher to what is

called an ancestral temple, where the fam
ily place the coflins of the dead, when not
buried at once, and where the spirits of the

more recent ancestors are worshiped, little

tablets being erected to them. In this quite
commodious hall, or chapel, the preacher
met a crowd of the villagers. He found
that the young man had read many [of the

little books, and had begun to teach others.

He was given the names of thirty-four per-

sons who desired baptism

“A week or more ago the young man re-

turned to hear some more of the truth, and
spent a Sunday and several days with us.

He had read all the books given him. He
had committed to memory the passages that

struck him as useful. His earnest, inter-

ested Intelligence, plensed us very much,
but not so much as the readiness with which
he had seized upon the important truths he
had discovered. I think I have never met
a man who seemed to me to show so soon
and so clearly the instinct of faith Of his

own impulse he had learned the Lord’s

Prayer, and was teaching it to those about
him. The ethical sublimity of the teachings

of Jesus, little as he knew of them, had
profoundly touched his imagination. He
already thought of himself as a follower of

this new and wonderful Master. He was
supplied with more books, and, though not
baptized, since be was in haste to return
home, went on his way rejoicing. We shall

look for some results in that distant village

ere long."

laijulrers’ Meeting at Snatoi? Hospital.

11T PB. COUSI.AHD, SWATOW.

The hospital chapel of the English Pres-
byterian mission is a plain, square hall on
the ground floor of the building, seated

with benches for 200 men and 50 women.
The women have a portion separated from
the men by a wooden screen about seven
feet high. A small platform is so placed
that the women as well as the men can see

who is speaking. Three chairs and a ver
milion table are on the platform. Dr. Lvall,
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1 . Proposed Dissertation Title:

"Practical Missiology: The Missionary Mind and Methods of

John L. Nevius (1829- ) in 19th Century China."

2. Geheral Thesis Statement and Problem to be investigated.

John L. Nevius is well known for his unique development of

the "Three-Self Principles" in 19th century missionary station in Shantung,

China. His famous work, Methods of Mission Work (1885, 1886) went through

two editions in the life time, and two since his passing. This was

required reading for new Presbyterian missionaries to Korea during the latter

part of the 19th century and early 20th century, and xJer
6^ even required to

pass an examination before they were allowed to work in the field (Nevius

1958 ed.: 1).

There is no uncertainty (in my mind) that John Nevius was

the foremost missiologist in the 19th century, if not in entire Christendom

since St. Paul. What Nevius said, wrote and did has been published and

discussed, castigated and distorted, analyzed but not applied by num. .erous

critics ( C.W. Mateer 1900, for one). Fortunately, he has had his friendly

admirers ( C. A. Clark 1929, 1937, 1971, for one, as well as Roland Allen,

and D.A. McGavran ) for nearly one hundred years. But no comprehensive

treatment has been made of the man, his background, and training, the evolution

of his missionary thought, and its abiding relevance to the world-wide church

in our day.

Although several well known studies have appeared based on

the " Nevius Plan or Principles"- as applied to Korean Protestantism (specially

the Presbyterians) and church growth ( C.A. Clark 1929, 1937, 1971, E. Hunt 1980,

L.G. Paik 1934, 1971, H.A. Rhodes 1935, W.N. Blair 1946), no work exist with

particular reference to his experience in China. The only book length biography
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on Nevius was written by his widow, Helen S. Coan Nevius (1895), and tends to

be somewhat hagiographic ! Fortunately we have one serious extended review of

Nevius* magnum opus (1886) by his friend and critic Calvin W. Mateer (1900).

To date, no other critical biography or dissertation has been made on Nevius.

Hence a definitive and critical work on Nevius is long overdue, and this

dissertation hopefully will seek to meet this need.

3. Thesis Statement

This is a study of the field experience and evolution of the

mission thought of J.L. Nevius. It will review his labors to evangelize Shantung,

China, and the Chinese response. It will also evaluate his efforts as well as

his difficulties and problems with regard to his methods. It thus falls into

the category of producing an intellectual biography, a task for which I have

some misgivings. For intellectual biography is a presumptuous undertaking.

The biographyer who deals in ideas must strive to tell not only what his subject

said, but why; and the probable impulse behind his thought. It deals with

context and also to relate word to thought, and in some measure to link thought

to deed. Not only the discernible facts of a life are opened to scrutiny and

judgment, but also the unseen and often unfelt threads of motive that bound

these facts together into a coherent and vital whole. Even to attempt such

a reconstruction of the life and work of Nevius presumes an encroachment by

the writer upon the innermost center of his subject's whole being, an intimacy

too great to exist without engendering in the one an emotional involvement in

the life of the other.

This study will involve an intercultural and interdisciplinary

approach to different sets of world views, cultures and religions and political

systems. It utilizes the Ppp.'bs of history. Sinology, linguistics, anthropology.

• i

and missiology.
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Even though the thrust of the proposed thesis tnay appear to

focus on the practical side of missiology; in essence it is a study of

the mission theory practiced by a career missionary for over 30 years in

a most complicated and disturbed environment. The so called "Three-Self

Principles" were already existence when Nevius published his famous articles

in 1885 ( Anderson ABCFM October 31, 1856; Warren quoting Henry Venn

1967:142). Yet it was Nevius who transformed theoretical postulates into

workable methodolody. Years later Robert E. Speer fully endorsed Nevius'

approach to mission methodology and said it is to be preferred to all

others, because it had been employed by St. Paul ( 1914: 261,2).

What is the "Nevius Plan?"

C.A. Clark who received his Ph.D. in history of missions at the

University of Chicago (1929) with a thesis on the Korean Church and the

Nevius Plan summarized Nevius' methodology (as stated in The Method of

Mission Work , 1885) as follows:

1. Missionary priority: personal evangelism with wide

. itineration.

2. Bible: central to every part of the work.

3. Self-propagation: every believer a witness and disciple

maker. This involves him/her from someone else better fitted. The

overall objective is for each Christian and local gathered community to

seek by the 'layering method' to extend the work.

4. Self-government: every group led by chosen unpaid leaders.

National church circuits will be shepherded by their own paid helpers, who

will later yield to pastors. Each local circuit shall be responsible

to train the laity for possible district, provincial and national

leadership

.
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5. Self-support: all chapels will be erected and sustained by
to

the believers. Each group from the outset will begin/contribute to

the circuit helper's salary. Schools shall received but partial subsidy,

and this only when they are being founded. No pastors of single churches

shall be supported by foreign funds.

6. Systematic Bible study: include every believer under his

group leader and circuit helper and every leader and helper in the Bible

classes

.

7. Strict discipline: enforce through the implementation of

Bible penalties.

8. Co-operation and/or association with other bodies: territorial

comity shll be observed

9. Non-interference in lawsuits [° r involvement in property
and financial matters] or any such matters.

10.

General helpfulness where possible in the economic lif e /ojf°the
m
pe

( Clark 1937: 42).

In brief, the Nevius Plan consists of both a Bible class system

and a self-support system, as Roland Allen has stated (1965: 293). Nevius

never coined the phrase "Three-Self Principles" but he pointed the way to

their adherence. Nevius not only emphasized self-support leading to

indigenous churches, to make the gospel relevant to the native mind. That's

why he wrote so frequently and intensively in a form of Chinese, that the

average literate person could read.

In this sense Nevius must be called the originator of indigenization

ople

Paik defined self-support as indigenization when he said .that self-support
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was "the cornerstone of the ' indigenization ' of the Korean church"

( 1929:152).

Nevius' major work on "The Plan" opened with these words: "Let

each man abide in that calling wherein he was called" (I Cor. 7: 20). The

emphasis is on not employing new converts, but letting them abide in their

old calling. It also underscored self-propagation (or tent making). Horace

Undewood explained the Nevius plan under four main points, and emphasized

particularly the element of self-support:

1. First, to let each man abide in the calling wherein he
was found, teaching that each was to be an individual worker
for Christ and the live Christ in his own neighborhood, supporting
himself by his trade.
2. Second, to develop Church methods and machinery only so far
as the native church was able to take care of and manage the same.
3. Third, as far as the Church itself was able to provide the
men and means, to set aside those who seemed the better
qualified to do evangelistic work among their neighbors.
4. Fourth, to let the natives provide their own church
building, which were to be native in architecture, and of such
style as to local church could afford and put up ( 1908 : 109 , 110 ).

It will appear to the student that Underwood and Clark differ somewhat in

their summaries of the Nevius plan. Underwood drafted his statement after

considering fully Nevius' two works ( 1869 , and 1886 ). In contrast, Clark

only dealt with The Methods of Mission Work ( 1886 )

.

From the above evidence, admittedly indirect, there is reason to

infer that on the whole, the Nevius Plan has never been comprehensively studied

and the results published. One signigicant dimension that has also been over-

looked is that the Nevius Plan had its origin in China and its distinctions were

shaped by this particilar context. From his own records and writings (both in

Chinese and English) this can be abundantly established. Nevius did not attribute

the origin of his "Method" to others (Jun 1967:18), yet a number of scholars have

eagerly attributed its central ideal to either Rufus Anderson or Henry Venn, but

some have even mentioned Bishop Tucker of Uganda. Actually, all three are said
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to have originated separately a "Three'Self" approach. More recentOly. David

Liao has written that the Anderson-Venn concepts appeared simultaneously and

independently; both may therefore be considered the formulators of the"Three-Self-"

formula. Incidcntly, both were widely misunderstood (1979:29). R. Pierce

Beaver supports Liao in his understanding that Anderson and Venn "are jointly

to be regarded as authors of Three-Self aims," but that Venn later modified

his ideas under the influence of Anderson. This could hint at his later authorship

(1967:37). Anderson himself discussed the question of its origin in the following

fashion:

The Method is a discovery of recent date. I cannot say, nor is it

important to known, by whom this fundamental truth or law in missions
was first declared... It very probably was reached by a number of

persons, at nearly the same time, and as a result of a common
experiience( Beaver 1967:98).

Roland Allen wrote in 1927 that Bishop Tucker of Uganda following Mr. Venn,

summed up the Three-Self aim and popularized it, though added that the Bishop

was unfortunately unable to make it very clear to others (1960:26).

The Nevius Plan, nevertheless stands distinct from the ideas of

others in that it stresses the self-support concept. Furthermore, it underscores

importance carefully making the gospel relevant to peoples in their particular

situations. It completely endorses what is currently known as contextualization.

In comparing and contrasting these three men, Jun believes that Anderson's error

was in too deeply identifying Christianity with Western culture, so much so that

native or local culture was ignored. Jun further adds that while Venn corrected

this error and called for a deeper sensitivity to indigenous cultures, it was

Nevius who was genuinely concerned to seek identification with indigenous thought

forms and persepctives . Therefore, there is a sense in which Nevius should

be called the originator of indigenization (Jun 1967: 88, 95-99).

4 . Significance of the Study.

A. Protestant Christianity had had no small part in the shaping of

modern Chinese history since 1842. While many scholarly studies of China’s
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encounter with the West have been made from the anti-Christian perspective

(see review of literature) and not a few in terms of its impact on East and West

relations (Reed 1983, Gulick 1971, Thompson 1973, Bennett 1967 ) very little

has been done to explore the missionary movement in terms of the impact of

Chinese culture on its methodology. Still less has been done from the perspective

of Chinese Christians who although loyal to their own ethnic-cultural heritage

were for good- in accepting Christianity as their new faith and value system.

This study relate a significant stream of Western missionary methodology to

Chinese culture in the context of the commerical and imperalistic rivalries of

the late 19th century.

B. Certain questions demand answers. For instance, what were the

general principles and methods of mission work followed in 19th century China?

What were the factors that led to their formulation? And what caused John L.

Nevius (1829-1893)- a Presbyterian missionary trained at Princeton Seminary-

after only seven years of service in China to suggest an alternative mission

methodology that wou] d not only have a profound influence on China and Korea,

but throughout all "mission lands"? Nevius' career is a striking example of the

early adoption of the incarnational approach to missions, although he did not

used this term. Because his methods significantly influenced the results of all

those who accepted them, they are worthy of careful scrutiny, and they need

to be evaluated in the light of his own views on the strengths and weaknesses of

the missionary methods of the time. Hence, we are understaking a missiological

and methodological investigation which will be based on Nevius' own records.

C. Because of the cultural setting in which Nevius developed his

unique methodology, we must inquire into the nature of the cultural-religious

situation h^faced. This poses another question: What adaptation and synthesis

take place when a people, like the Chinese, already possessing a comprehnsive
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world-view, accept another religion (Christianity ) that is also a closed

system? What kind of cultural conflict and fusion take place when the concept

of indigenization is made normative? What elemenats in Chinese culture did Chinese

Christians insist on preserving? What elements in Western Christianity did the

Chinese reject as "foreign”? And what elements in Chinese culture and Western

Christianity did they regard as mutually compatible? Through a comprehensive

study of Nevius’ approach to the contextualization of theology, mission, and

culture, we will seek to gain a deeper understanding of the problems all

missionaries will face in their efforts to adapt his method, as well as the

influence this method had on the Chinese church.

5 . Methodological considerations:

A. Historical/ Biographical approach. With the exception of chapters

be
6, and 7, my approach will^basically historical. It will be largely biographical

for it will review the unfolding of Nevius' life and missionary service, with

particular attention to the emergence of his methodology in 19th century East

Shantung, China, 1861-1.893. His thought will be integrated with his growing

grasp of those elements in Shantung’s local history, folk religion, and social

structures which impacted on his mission work. Nevius will be seen both as a

y
contributor of the Christian movement in China and as an entrepreneur of the

development of a self-supporting (indigenous) church. He will also be seen as

a leader among all Protestant missionaires . To study his life will provide us

with great insight into the nature of problems and the development faced and

that took place in the Chinese Christian movement.

Because of the breadth of Nevius’ activity we will be able to

use as interpretative aids his insights into cultural encounter, folk religion,

demon possession and religious adaptation, to name a few.
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B. Missiological considerations/ interpretation. Since this is a

study of missionary principles and practice in China by one of the greatest

missiologists of all time, consierable attention will be given to his methods

of church planting, and his evaluation of church growth and non-growth, as applied

to East Shantung, China. Despite the significant contributions to the field of

missiology made by the Korean Presbyterian church, once it adopted and adapted the

Nevius Plan such an excursus falls outside the boundaries of this study. We

will also not deal with the current Chinese "House Church" movement, which in

some ways follows the Nevius Plan closely, and the misappropriation of the

term "Three-Self" by the Peoples’ Repbulic of China (its Three-Self Patriotic

Movement)

.

why was it that Nevius' colleagues in China did not whole heartily

embrace his methods, while H.G. Underwood in Korea ( 1918:99-100) supported

them 100% and subsequently saw tremendous growth in that part of the Oriental

world? The Korean mission of the American Presbyterian Church was totally

committed to the Nevius method, and grew to become a convincing demonstration

of the exciting possibilities of indigenization. The last two chapters of the

proposed study will seek answers to such questions as:

S 0 o
What the China mission to produce such meager results after

more than 100 years of diligent activity? Why did Presbyterian missionaries

in 19th century China initially reject their own colleague's methods?

C. Resources: The primary resources for this research are archival

and bibliographical. I have already carried out considerable research and corres-

pondence with the following-libraries:

McAlister Library, Fuller Seminary- It has the complete record

of American Presbyterian Mission correspondence between the East Shantung Mission

and the Board of Foreign Missions on microfilm ( from 1854 to 1899).

Union Theological Seminary- The former Missionar\^.esearch Library is

in the process of being incorporated into this central library system and will
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be consulted for rare items on Nevius.

Princeton Seminary’s Speer Library along with Philadelphia's

Presbyterian Historical Society will be contacted for Nevius’ sermons, papers,

letters, and other archival items. Important Chinese works (9 in all, on

microfilm) by Nevius are being secured by the Fuller Library from Oxford

University’s Bodleian Library. Nevius published more material in Chinese than

in English. We will also consult the Library of Congress for Shantung Consular

papers (during the years 1857-1893). At present most, if not all of Nevius’

primary works are either in the process of being secured, or already secured

both in printed pages or on microfilm. There may be, ofcourse, other primary

sources such his allegedly "lost"diaries , letters, sermons and the like.

We are seeking to follow all leads in our efforts to secure copies of everything

Nevius wrote.

Both Houghton Library, and the Harvard-Yenching Insitutute Library

of Harvard University has been consulted for primary sources on Nevius and for

Chinese sources on the Protestant missionary movement during the 19th century.

As part of my research, I hope to make translations of some of the

more relevant publicatons Nevius produced in Chinese. These were hitherto

unavailable for general missiological investigation. Key portions will be

incorporated into my text in order to call attention to certain principles and

practices of Nevius' work in Chefoo and in Tengchow Shantung.

6. Review of Literature . (Christian missions in China to about 1900)

The literature on Protestant Christian missions in the 19th century

China is enormous. The vast bulk of it, however, was produced by the missionaries

themselves and the overallpoint of view, understandably, more promotional than

analytical. Only in the last few decades (specially since W.W. II) have scholars
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begun to use Chinese-language materials and look at Christians missions

seriously from the Chinese perspective of their own history. This approach has

been taken seriously at Harvard's East Asian Studies Department under J.K. Fairbank,

or better known as the "Fairbank School." Still less developed is the study of

mission methodology using Chinese materials, from the perspective of Chinese

history. The purpose of this section is to review the work that has been done in

this new field of investigation.

bibliographical and research in English is the annotated 'Suggestion for additional

reading' in Jessie G. Lutz, ed. Christian Missios in China: Evangelists of What ?

Two valuable titles not found in Lutz are Leslie R. Marchant, A Guide to the

Archives and Records of Protestant Christian Missions from the British Isles

to China, 1796-1914, and Alexander Wylie, Memorials of Protestant Missionaries

to the Chinese . Wylie's work lists and summarized all Chinese and Western

language publications of missionaires during the first sixty years of Protestant

activity in the Chinese empire. Chinese documentary mateials exist reporting

(A Bibliography of Chinese Source Materials Dealing with Local or International

Cases involving Christian Missions).

in China is still K.S. Latourette's A History of Christian Missions in China ,

even though it is over 55 years old. Latourette approaches his subject from the

vantage point of mission history and makes no use of Chinese sources. His

dominant concern, of course, is Protestant missions, and he is essentially

sympathetic, being himself a missionary in his outlook. He documented his study

A convenient place to start in this review of major guides for

under the title: Cunder the title: C

The best single Western language survery of the missionary enterprise

with significant erudite scholarship and on the whole, is remarkably objective.
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Two shorter studies which explore different aspects of Protestant

opinion are: Stuart Creighton Miller, "Ends and Means: Missionary Justification

of Force in nineteenth-century China", in Fairbank ed. The Missionary Enter-

prise in China and America (1974) 249-82, 411-15, and Sidney A. Forsythe, An

American Missionary Community in China, 1895-1905 . A leading approach in recent

in recent years to the study of the Protestant enterprise in China has been

through the lives and careers of outstanding missionaries. There are several

examples of this approach in Papers on China . Book length studies include K.C.

Liu,ed. American Missionaries in China ( 1970), A. A. Bennett, Missionary Journalist

in China: Young J. Allen and His Magazines, 1860-1883 (1983), R. R. Covell,

W.A.P. Martin: Pioneer of Progress in China (1978), Edward V. Gulick, Peter

Parker and the Opening of China (1973), and Irwin T. Hyatt, Jr., Our Ordered

Lifes Confess: Three Nineteenth-Century Missionaries in East Shantung (1976)

.

literati class have been widely studies in recent years. A pioneer survey of

major conflicts (chiao-an) in the latter half of the nineteenth century is

(A Study of Missionary Cases in Modern Chinese History) . The most

violent period of the conflict between the missionary movement and anti-

Christian thought was explored by Paul A. Cohen, China and Christianity : The

Missionary Movement and the Growth of Chinese Antiforeignism, 1860-1870, and Li

^ -^(Anti-Christian Opinion Expressed During the Hsien-feng Period),

6.1-2 (Dec. 1967) 44-71. The latest study in this field, written by R.R. Coveil,

The Gospel in Chinese , will soon appear as a book. This arose out of a course

by that title offered in the Summer Quarter, Fuller Seminary (SWM) 1982. It

promises some academic and missiological insights for missionaries in the Chinese world.

The conflicts between missionaries and the local Chinese gentry or

Wang Wen-cheh, ^ X Chungkuo chin-shih shang ti chiao-an |J? 1^)3

P
' (A Study of Missionary Cases in Modern Chinese History) . The most

/

En-han, "Hsien-fen nine-chien fan Chi-tu chiao ti yen-lun"

ies) , NS

I
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A comprehensive survey of Christian missions from the Chinese side has long been

needed

.

The passage of the Protestant missionary movement thorugh early

phases of missiological reform and methodological change has been noted but

little studied. The purpose of this study is to fulfill this gap. My brother

Jonathan T. Chao’s Ph.D. thesis under the title "Origins of the Chinese

Indigenous Movement 1907-1927," will review the efforts of Chinese Christians

to call for- an indigenous Chinese church and for qualified Chinese leadership

during the 20th century anti-Christian movement in China.

Protestant activities in the educational sphere are surveyed in

Alice H. Gregg, China and Educational Autonomy : The changing role of the

Protestant Educational Missionary in China, 1807-1937 . An overall-view of the

Protestant colleges of the late Ch'ing dynasty is supplied in Jessie G. Lutz,

China and the Christian Colleges, 1850-1950 . This is her magnum opus , and is

carefully documented.

Protestant missionary involvement in secular publishing and its

influence are studied in two articles by Suzane W. Barnett: "Silent Evangelism:

Presbyteirians and the Mission Press in China, 1807-1860", Journal of Presbyterian

History , 49.4 (Winter 1971) 287-302, and "Protestant Expansion and Chinese

views of the West", Modern Asian Studies , 6.2 (April 1972) 129-49. One also

needs to review A. A. Bennett's seminal work on Y.T. Allen, the missionary
well as

noted earlier for his use of missionary journalism as/secular learning as a means

of evangelism.

While Nevius' theoretical contributions are mentioned in C.A.

Clark’s The Nevius Plan of Mission Work in Korea (1937) and in G. L. Paik’s

History of Protestant Missions in Korea (1929, 1971), I know of no studies of the'

Nevius Plan, as applied to China, other than a few personal observations
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mentioning Nevius by passing. There is one critical review of Nevius ' work

(1886) by Calvin W. Mateer (1900). He was a close colleague of Nevius in Chefoo,

Shantung. Mateer* s work must be taken into seriously, but also regarded with

care, because he does not include Nevius’ methods and fruits in Korea in his

studies. Furthermore, his text is not well documented, inspite of the fact that

he was Nevius* close worker. Other studies are either short biographical notes

(Beach: 1903, Creegan: 1905) found in a popular missionary volume, published during

the heydays of the Student Volunteer Movement, or in short articles such as

found Wi Jo Kang: "The Nevius Methods: A Study and an Appraisal of Indigenous

Mission Methods," Concordia Theological Monthly, XXXIV (June 1963) 335-342;

and in A.J. Brown: Report of a Visitation of the Korean Mission cf the

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions (1902). In sum, and on the whole no

real critical biography or study has been made of the life and work of John

tl

Nevius. A Th.M. thesis was written by H.J. Jun on The Indigenous Principles

/'

of R. Anderson, H. Venn, and J.L. Nevius, Westminster Theological Seminary,

1977. He devoted only 30 pages to Nevius' plans and principles.

' From the above comprehensive review of the literature available

in the field of China and missions, it has been noted that a missiological

evaluation of the Protestant missionary movement is still lacking, and that

this study on Dr. John Livingston Nevius is long overdue. Thus, armed with

my own Chinese background and with eight years of missionary experience in Japan, and

four years teaching experience in Taiwan plus missiological training at Fuller’s

SWM, I am eager to take upon myself the assignment of producing a definitive

and critical biography of Nevius, one of the most neglected missionaries of the

19th century in terms of his contributions to the field of missiology

.



7. Proposed Outline

Introduction:
Thesis statement. Focus: biographical, and historical.
Approaches: intercultural , interdisciplinary, and missiological

.

Broadly emphasis: intellectual biography, and history, with
East and West interpretative history and hermeneutics.

I. Short road to commitment. 1829-1853

Ancestry of Nevius.
Family background.
Union College, New York (1845-48)
Teacher in South (1848-49)
Princeton Theological Seminary (1850-1853)
Decision to become a missionary, married Helen S. Coan (1853)

II. From Princeton to Ningpo 1853-1861

Voyage to China. Cultural shock, and language acquisition.
First field experience San-Poh (1856).
Revival in San-Poh (1857)
A fast of missionary compound and method.
A pioneer in Hangchow (1859)
Visits Japan; and the end of traditional missionary methods.

III. Chinese Reactions to the Gospel and Mission Methods

Higher officials, gentry literati class Oppositions to Christianity.
Background study of local rebellions, and Chinese xenophobia.
Lower class, and the masses. Mercenary, or rice Christians.
Problems of traditional mission methods, and employment system.
Cultural, social structures and other factors.

IV. "Methods of Missionary Work" 1861-64

19th Century Shantung: Its life, religion, and politics
Of "New Methods" in Teng-chow, Chefoo, Shantung.
Vision of Missionary church, contrast the expectation of missionaries.
Training of national workers and pastors: theological class.
Key advocacy: Missiology must be reformed.
Radical transformation

V. The development of the Nevius method 1868-93

Missionary mind at work, the case of Tengchow, and Chefoo.

Power encounter: poor and demon possessed.
Famine work with Timothy Richard: 1877.
Church planting and itineration evangelist: a pioneer work.

Bible classes and Self-support ministry: Nevius Method.
The missionary as entrepreneur: results of Nevius Plan.

VI. Critics and the Interpretation of the Nevius Method.

Friends Critics
Criticisms Apologia
Vindication Wider application-since

VII. Conclusion: in China and in Korea
Nevius and Missiology: developed and refined. Nevius & Chinese iridigenous
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8. PROPOSED TUTORIALS AND TIME TABLE FOR COMPLETION OF THE THESIS.

1st Major :

1. MH 890

2. MH 890

Methods

2nd Major ;

1. MT 890

2. MT 891

Methods

Minors :

TITLE TUTOR

Shantung Missions in 19C Pierson
China

China & the West: MissionPierson/
nr-. ~ '

Conflicts in 19C Tan

1 .

2 .

MR890

MS 890

Mission Historiography

Missionary Methods
of JL Nevius

Development of

Nevius Methods in China

Evaluation on Nevius'
Training Methods

CHINESE FOLK RELIGION

CHINESE THEOLOGICAL
TRANSLATIONS

Pierson

Glasser

Glasser/
Tan '

Clinton

Hiebert

TAN

Dissertation Committee Members:
Dr. A. F. Glasser, Mentor
Dr. P. E. Pierson

Paine S'ab^e
'

^for the Completion of Thesis:

UNITS

8

8

4

8

8

4

TIME

Sp. 84

Sum 84

Fall 82

Fall 84

Wit. 85

Fall 84

Sp $.4

Wt 85

March 1984 Completion of Methods Courses, Defense of Proposal

June 1984 Completion of First Maj or Tutorial, 1.

Sept

.

1984 Completion of First Mjaor Tutorial, 2. Chapter 1&2

Written & Read

January 1985 Completion of Second Major Tutorial, 1.

March 1985 Completion of Second Major Tutorial, 2. Chapter 3

June 1985 Completion of First Minor Tutorial, 1.
Written & Read

Sept. 1985 Completion of Second If » ?
y •

Chapter 4

Written & Read

December 1985 Comprehensive Examination Taken

March 1986 Chapters 5,6 written and read.

May 1986 Chapter 7 (Conclusion ) and final polish up.

June 1986 Graduation, Lord willing.
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9 . Personal Qualifications .

The author spent the last 10 years collecting bibliographical

materials on China and Christianity in the U.S., Taiwan, Hong Kong, England.

Considerable research has been done on modern Chinese history. I have written

two papers soon to be published by the East Asian Journal of Theology ( April

and October 1984), based on my studies at Fuller. One book review have already

been published in the Evangelical Mission Quarterly (Nov. 1983), with two extended

Book Reviews (on China and Christianity) to be published in the EMQ

,

and have been

submitted to the SWM Faculty as demonstration for doctoral work.

Besides English, I have attained reading and speking

competence in Chinese, Japanese, and German.

My Th.M. at Princeton Seminary was in missions. I studied there

under R. Pierce Beaver, Charles C. West, and Richard Schaull, and completed a

years' study in Sinology at Princeton University's Department of East Asian

Studies. The concentration was on Chinese classics and modern China. With

four years of college teaching and much church work in Taiwan behind me I

have come to Fuller with good background and formal academic preparation and

greatly anticipate doing what God has called me to do.

Any serious attempt to understand the modern Chinese church must

take into serious consideration Chinese history and culture. Furthermore, any

aspiring missiologist eager to explore this broad field should first acquire

considerable cross-cultural experience as well as a respectful appreciation of

the particular subject he hopes to explore. By studying Nevius' writing and his

attempts to reform and bring forth a more biblical approach to cross-cultural

evangelism, I have come to appreciate very sympathetically his life and work.

My high exteem for Nevius is based on what he wrote and did. He truly had "church

growth eyes", and sought missiological applications to his principles in the Chinese

cultural context. I sincerely believe that when properly applied, the Nevius Plan

will work anywhere. That's why he is rightly considered to be one of the

greatest missiologists of all time!
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10. Preliminary Bibliography : Published English-language sources

Nevius, Helen S. Coan ( Mrs. John Livingston)

1869 Our Life in China. N.Y.: Robert Carter & Brothers.

1895 The Life John L. Nevius, for 40 years a

Missionary to China, by his wife Helen S. Coan Nevius
Introduction by W.A.P. Martin. N.Y., Chicago:
F.H. Revell Co.

1897 "Methods of Mission work-editorial comments,"
The Chinese Recorder, 28 , p. 45.

1897 "Letter to Editor," The ChineseRecorder 28: 338-340.

1900 "How Can WE Reach the Heathen Women?" Womaon's
Work in the Far East, 21.1: 1-4.

1907 A descriptive Catalogue of Books and Tracts by
the Rev. John Livingstone Nevius, D.D., and
Mrs. Helen S. Coan Nevius. Shanghai, 1907.

1908 "Personal Report of Helen S. Coan Nevius for 1908,"
American PRESBYTERIAN Mission Papers 129.

Nevius, John Livingston

1860 "Taiping Rebellion," Home and Foreign Record,

9

1867 Human and Divine Agency in the Work of Missions.

A Sermong Preached in the Scotish Presbyterian
Church, New York, May 5, 1867. By the Rev. J.L.

Nevius, of the Ningpo Mission. N.Y.: Mission
House.

1869 China and the Chinese... N.Y.: Harper & Row &

Brothers. First edition. Sec. edition, 1910

.

1869 San-Poh, or North of the Hills. A narrative of

mission work in an outstation in China. Philadelphia
Presbyterian Board of Publications.

1870 "Religious Interest in Ping-tu," The Chinese Recorder

3.5: 140 (October 1870).

1875 "Barbarous Chinese Custom," Our Mission Field

(July). Organ of Women's Foreign Missions Society,

PCUSA, N.Y. ,
1871-1885. Many issues not visibly

numbered by either issue or volume.

1884 "Tract Literature for China," The Chinese Recorder,

15 .8: 280-288.

1886 Methods of Mission Work. Shanghai: American

Presbyterian Mission Press. [Reprint of his

Chinese Recorder articles published in 1885.]
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Nevius, John Livingston

1890 "Historical Review of Mission Methods," Records of

the General Conference of the Protestant Missionaries
of China, Held at Shanghai, May 7-20, 1890 . Shanghai

:

American Presbyterian Mission Press. Commonly known
as Conference Records of 1890.

18$3 "What should be the Attitude of the Native Church
to the Chinese Government," Records of the Firs t

Shantung Missionary Conference at Ch'ingchow fu .

Shanghai: Presbyterian Mission Press.

1896 Demon Possession and Allied Themes . Being an
Inductive Study of Phenomena of Our own Times .

With an Introduction by Rev. F.F. Ellinwood, D.D.

Secretary ;oT the Board of Foreign Missions of PCUSA.

With an Index: Bibliographical, Biblical, Pathological,
and General. Third Edition with Corrections and
Supplement. 1896.

1899 Planting and development of missionary churches .

N.Y.: Student Volunteer Movement, 2nd. edition.

N.Y.: Foreign Mission Library, 3rd. edition.
Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing
Co., 1958, Ath edition. Reprint of Methods of Mission
Work of 1886. Reprinted by Regal Press, 1969.

China and the Chinese . Philadelphia: Presbyterian
Board of Publication and Sabbath-School Work. 2nd ed.

1901
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Chinese-language Sources:

Nevius, John L.

1857

1859

1862

1862

1862

1864

T'ien loo che nan Ji. [Guide to Heaven].
Ningpo. This work was prepared primarily for church
members and enquieres. Its object is to incite,
direct, encourage, and warn those who are desirous a Christian
life; being divided into 18 chapters, on repentanee::
prayer, backsliding, natureof prayer, practice of
fasting, preparation for the Lord's supper, trials
of God's people, etc. 73 leaves.

Sze seen peen mew ^ ^ ^ [Errors of Ancestral
worship]. Ningpo. Another edition printed 1864,
Shanghai. 11 leaves.

Ma ko chuen leo keae ^ [Notes on
Mark]. Shanghai. There are two prefaces, the second
concluding with the Lord' Prayer. 52 leaves.

Sewen taou che kwei j?. [Manual for native
Evangelists J Shanghai. This contains rules and
incentives for native preachers, being divided into

7 chapters, on self-examination, love to God and man,
aim and object of preaching, means of regeneration,
continuance in the use of appointed means, and a

desire to please God, the great incentive. An
appendix gives rules for conducting social and
public religious meetings. There is a short
introduction and table of contents. This is by far

the single, most important work by Nevius on the

principles and practices of self-supporting churches.
57 leaves.

Sung yang chin shin ko o
; >|

* ?7 1a i ^ [Hymn Book
in Prase of True God]. Shanghai. This is a

version in the Mandarin dialect of 100 humns from

Mr. Joseph Rankin's hymn book, and 10 doxologies.
They are for the most part, translations of favourite
English gymns. There is a preface by a native
scholar, and a table of contents. A second

edition carefully revised, with 24 hymns added

was published at Shanghai in 1865, in 111 leaves.

There is a preface by Mr. Nevius in both editions.

^

. *p ^ j/

T ' ien yew urh kwang ^ nj.]] aJ [The Two Lights].

Shanghai. This contains an elementary and

succient view of the teachings of the Scriptures with
reference to God, man, spirits, a future state of

rewards and punishments, the pardon of sin, and

reformation and virtuous living, compared with the

doctirnes relating to these subjects derived

solely from the light of nature. There is a preface

and an introudction showing the insufficency of the

teaching of the sages, and the necessity of a

revelation from heaven. It was reprinted in Shanghai,

1865 in 11 leaves.



Nevius, John L.

1864

21

1865

n.d.

Shin taou tsung lun :f [Compendium of

Theology]. 3 books, Shanghai. This is part
of a work, which the author intended to comprise three
more books, in 96 leaves, treats of the genuineness
and inspiration of the Scriptures, in 14 chapters.
There is a table of contents and an introduction.
The second book, in 46 leaves, treats of the being
and attributes of God, and the doctrine of the
Trinity, in 9 chapters , with a table of contents.
The third book, in 83 leaves, treats of the origin
of men and things, in 12 chapters, and has a

table of contents.

.She t
'

oo sheng .cluian_(itHm_^.e.a g. \ \ '\x i j l*
[Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles.
Shanghai. The Commentary on Acts by Dr. Addison
Alexander of Princeton Seminary (his own professor
of N.T.) has been largely used in the production
of this work. 105 leaves.

Che kea tsung chin chuen ho wei fu *1. ](?? f/< f
f'* tb

[Rejection of falsehood and reception of truth,

converting calamity into happiness.] Sheet tract.

Ningpo

.

a r /,

Nevius, Mrs. John L.

1863
x, a

Yeh-su chiao kuan-hua wen-ta v
’

[Mandarin catechism, or Catechism o

Shanghai. 21 leaves.

X t

f Christian doctrine]

.

£ s' „

Mei Mo-shih hsing lueh 'tyfy I J (The life of

Rose Mills). Shanghai , 1875

.

1875




